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            Abstract
Additive manufacturing methods1,2,3,4 using static and mobile robots are being developed for both on-site construction5,6,7,8 and off-site prefabrication9,10. Here we introduce a method of additive manufacturing, referred to as aerial additive manufacturing (Aerial-AM), that utilizes a team of aerial robots inspired by natural builders11 such as wasps who use collective building methods12,13. We present a scalable multi-robot three-dimensional (3D) printing and path-planning framework that enables robot tasks and population size to be adapted to variations in print geometry throughout a building mission. The multi-robot manufacturing framework allows for autonomous three-dimensional printing under human supervision, real-time assessment of printed geometry and robot behavioural adaptation. To validate autonomous Aerial-AM based on the framework, we develop BuilDrones for depositing materials during flight and ScanDrones for measuring the print quality, and integrate a generic real-time model-predictive-control scheme with the Aerial-AM robots. In addition, we integrate a dynamically self-aligning delta manipulator with the BuilDrone to further improve the manufacturing accuracy to five millimetres for printing geometry with precise trajectory requirements, and develop four cementitious–polymeric composite mixtures suitable for continuous material deposition. We demonstrate proof-of-concept prints including a cylinder 2.05 metres high consisting of 72 layers of a rapid-curing insulation foam material and a cylinder 0.18 metres high consisting of 28 layers of structural pseudoplastic cementitious material, a light-trail virtual print of a dome-like geometry, and multi-robot simulations. Aerial-AM allows manufacturing in-flight and offers future possibilities for building in unbounded, at-height or hard-to-access locations.
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                    Fig. 1: Additive manufacturing in the building industry.[image: ]


Fig. 2: The Aerial-AM framework for untethered and unbounded AM.[image: ]


Fig. 3: A tall cylindrical geometry of 2.05 m in height printed with 72 material deposition trips by an Aerial-AM BuilDrone and real-time print evaluation by a ScanDrone.[image: ]


Fig. 4: 3D printing of a thin-walled cylinder by two BuilDrones with an error-compensating delta manipulator depositing cementitious material.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Aerial-AM multi-robot light-trail virtual print of a dome-like surface of revolution embodying a varying radius.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Aerial-AM robots.
a, The BuilDrone for foam printing. The foam material canisters which store the dual components of the expansion foam are mounted underneath the quadrotor platform. The nozzle for spraying the foam material is then fixed to the bottom of the canister holder. b, The BuilDrone for cementitious material print. The cementitious material extruder is placed in the holder underneath the wheelbase of the BuilDrone while the upper platform of delta parallel manipulator is attached to the holder. The nozzle is mounted on the end-effector of the delta manipulator and connected to the extruder though tubing. (d: distance from nozzle to the substrate; h: single layer height; w: layer width.) c, The ScanDrone with an integrated RGBD camera for 3D mapping of the printed structure.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Deviation compensating using delta manipulator.
a, The setting of BuilDrone with upper platform of delta parallel manipulator mounted underneath the quadrotor platform. b, Kinematic diagram of the lightweight delta parallel manipulator which has three limbs with identical kinematic structure. The end-effector with geometric centre Oe implements pure translational motion with respect to the upper platform with geometric centre Oc. c, Schematic diagram of the deviation compensation principle: the nozzle tip F keeps at desired position though the BuilDrone platform may drift to the pose at \({O}^{{\prime} }\) away from the reference pose at Ob. This method results in higher positional accuracy of the nozzle tip for depositing the material at target position T.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Geometry designs and printed layer/s of sample printing path for thin-walled cylinders.
a, The printing path with four concentric circles (Separation: 8 × 10−3 m, inner diameter (ID): 272 × 10−3 m, outer diameter (OD): 320 × 10−3 m). b, The printing path with rounded Peano curve (ID: 260 × 10−3 m, OD: 320 × 10−3 m, Period of pattern: 50 × 10−3 m, Amplitude of pattern: 30 × 10−3 m, Closest approach between successive shapes: 8 × 10−3 m. c, The hybrid printing path including concentric circles and compact rounded Peano curve in alternative layers (ID: 255 × 10−3 m, OD: 335 × 10−3 m, Straight lines separation: 20 × 10−3 m, Sinusoidal period: 18 × 10−3 m, Sinusoidal amplitude: 52 × 10−3 m). d, The first layer of a printed sample using pure concentric circles. e, The first layer and the half-unit offset second layer of a printed sample using rounded Peano curve printing path. f, The first two layers printed using the hybrid printing path. g–i, The top view of the printed samples with 5 layers using three different path designs respectively. j–l, Front view of the five-layer structures.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Robot Operating System (ROS) based control architecture for Aerial-AM robot platforms.
a, High-level control architecture. b, Model Predictive Control diagram for trajectory tracking for both BuilDrone and ScanDrone. c, Control architecture of BuilDrone deviation compensation using the integrated delta manipulator.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Position errors of the BuilDrone platform during the foam printing in flight.
a, BuilDrone position error measured using the centre of mass. b, Absolute position error of the centre of mass of BuilDrone. For the box plots, the middle quartile denotes the median and the lower and upper quartiles indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively; the whiskers denote 1.5 times the interquartile range from the upper or lower quartiles.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 6 The four cementitious–polymeric composite mixes trialled with the BuilDrone.
No.1 (green), No.2 (orange), No.3 (red) and No.4 (blue), with mix 1 possessing the best buildability (the ability of the material to retain shape and resist deformation following extrusion due to subsequently deposited layers) and mix 4 the best workability (the ability of a material to be pushed through and extruded from a deposition device). a: Potential constituents plotted to show contribution to the properties of mixes. Workability was considered to be the primary parameter, with the selected constituents for mix formulation highlighted. b: The full constituent specifications of mixes No.1-No.4 in kg/m3 to three significant figures. Key: CEM1=Portland Cement, PFA=Pulverised Fuel Ash, Xan=Xanthan gum, hemc=Hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose, Foam=EAB Associates foaming agent mixed with water and brought to a stiff-peak consistency, Plast.=Adoflow ‘S’ plasticiser. Fresh mix densities: No.1: 1793 kg/m3, No.2: 1741 kg/m3, No.3: 1757 kg/m3No.4: 1760 kg/m3. c: Viscosity flow profiles for mixes 1-4 and viscosity values relating to the four mixes while at rest, in the cartridge vessel and in the tubing indicated. d: Selected material parameters giving an overview of properties of cementitious mix 1-4. Key: phase angle δ (∘), complex modulus G*, 28-day compressive strength f28c, 28-day flexural strength f28f (all MPa) and the force required to process the material through the deposition device and tubing (N), the value shown on the figure being the true value divided by a factor of 10. For purposes of clarity and presentation, error bars for the individual material properties are included in the respective cementitious materials test sections and the table (Supplementary Table 5) providing an summary of tests in Supplementary Experiment S1, which also contains information on sample size and additional material parameters including yield stress, which ranged from 0.7 (Mix 4) to 1.1 kPa (Mixes 1-3).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 7 Position errors of the BuilDrone platform and the printing nozzle tip during the cementitious material printing in flight.
a, BuilDrone position error. b, Position error of the tip of depositing nozzle mounted on delta manipulator’s end-effector. During the print, the tubing was filled with material and becomes stiffer. This led to negative errors in x- and y-direction. c, BuilDrone absolute position error. d, Absolute position error of the tip of the depositing nozzle. For the box plots, the middle quartile denotes the median and the lower and upper quartiles indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively; the whiskers denote 1.5 times the interquartile range from the upper or lower quartiles.
Source data


Extended Data Table 1 RMSE per layer for BuilDrone position and depositing nozzle tip positionFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Aerial-AM BuilDrone cementitious material deposition system printing velocitiesFull size table





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
This file contains Supplementary Methods, which do not readily fit within the constraints of the Methods/Extended Data formats, and Supplementary experiments related to the research article titled. The file has 40 display items, including 26 assembled figures and 14 tables. The figures illustrate pseudo-code of algorithms, experimental set-ups, and results of statistic analyses and simulations related to the results reported in the main paper.


Supplementary Tables
This file includes all the tables, including 2 for Extended Data and 14 for Supplementary Information, prepared using the table menu in Microsoft Word. These tables structurally document key parameters and values in experiments and terminologies used.


Supplementary Video 1
Aerial additive manufacturing (Aerial-AM): Concept differences in constraints, capabilities and applications between the proposed Aerial-AM method and established approaches in the construction industry. Prefabricated construction methods rely heavily on large ground-based systems such as static gantry and crane systems for placing large elements at the building site. Using the multidisciplinary physical artificial intelligence development method, we developed the Aerial-AM system to provide a new capability suitable for on-site manufacturing in hard-to-reach, remote or non-standard geometrical site conditions.


Supplementary Video 2
Multi-agent Aerial-AM framework. To enable Aerial-AM for building-scale manufacturing using multiple networked aerial robots, it requires solutions to multi-robot coordination beyond currently available methodologies. We developed a multi-agent Aerial-AM framework that benefits from the principle of incremental manufacturing—employing large numbers of trips between material supplies and the manufacturing site, carrying small amounts of materials at a time. The framework provides capabilities for live autonomous task allocation, spatial collision awareness, collective organization and system robustness through redundancy.


Supplementary Video 3
Aerial-AM: a tall cylinder print with 3D scan in the loop. We presented a 3D printed cylinder of 2.05 m in height using foam material to demonstrate the capability of the Aerial-AM system for manufacturing geometries at a relatively large scale. It took a BuilDrone 24 seconds to print 1 layer and 29 minutes in total to complete the tall cylinder. During the manufacturing process, we deployed a ScanDrone equipped with an onboard RGBD sensor to measure the mean height of the top layer. The trajectory to print the next layer is then simply offset accordingly to nominally fly at the correct relative reference above the built structure.


Supplementary Video 4
Aerial-AM virtual printing: Peano curve trajectory light-painting flight. We developed a comprehensive control system by integrating a custom-developed position controller and finite-horizon model-predictive-control (MPC) scheme, which can adapt to all aerial robots for the Aerial-AM system. By further incorporating the control system and the kinematics-based controller of the self-aligning delta manipulator, the BuilDrone can achieve an improved manufacturing accuracy to 5 mm in the experimental space with accurate state estimation. We demonstrated the high-precision capability of the BuilDrone with an integrated Delta manipulator by virtual printing a cylindrical geometry with Peano curve printing path.


Supplementary Video 5
Aerial-AM: printing path tests for cementitious material deposition. In this work, three scalable paths were designed for constructing cylindrical geometries: (1) multiple adjacent concentric circles effectively forming a solid wall; (2) a rounded Peano curve, with alternating layers staggered around the circle with a half-unit offset; and (3) a hybrid design with three non-adjacent concentric circles alternating with a rounded Peano curve. We printed samples using the BuilDrone with integrated delta manipulators to help qualitative assessment of each path’s likely tolerance to geometrical inaccuracies on the scale of those produced by the BuilDrone.


Supplementary Video 6
Aerial-AM: cylinder print using Peano curve printing path. Experimental tests of samples indicated that among the three different designs the rounded Peano curve design has the best balance of material use and structural performance. Using two BuilDrones with integrated delta manipulators, we additively manufactured a 28-layer thin-walled cylinder with rounded Peano curve path. In the printing process of the 28-layer structure, the two BuilDrones print in sequence to guarantee continuous construction. it took 4 minutes and 45 seconds to print 1 layer and in total 2 hours and 13 minutes were used for material deposition in printing the 28-layered cylinder.


Supplementary Video 7
Aerial-AM: cylinder print using Peano curve printing path. Experimental tests of samples indicated that among the three different designs the rounded Peano curve design has the best balance of material use and structural performance. Using two BuilDrones with integrated delta manipulators, we additively manufactured a 28-layer thin-walled cylinder with rounded Peano curve path. In the printing process of the 28-layer structure, the two BuilDrones print in sequence to guarantee continuous construction. it took 4 minutes and 45 seconds to print 1 layer and in total 2 hours and 13 minutes were used for material deposition in printing the 28-layered cylinder.





Source data
Source Data Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 5

Source Data Fig. 4

Source Data Extended Data Fig. 6

Source Data Extended Data Fig. 7
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